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wants to sell you 200
who
hats or somethin

Darrel '43?

light switch

ae3
(Cn.fo
Allais, who is the Olympic Ski
Team Coach, are-not commonly
bu a
Iteerios
usd
ttf~e style of
potag
filni
Hannes Schneider will also be
shown along with sorts from85MiSt
Dartmouth and Sun Valley all
kig
cnenn
kig
cnenn

batons but a tromigafew
boneE is worth a lot of dough.
Darrel 11mm - I'll speak to my
Student Congress representative - but did you like the atmosphre?
Lusmbo Frankly, I didn't - It was
like playing under a dock at
Atlantic Beach -,but the dough
made up for it.
Darrel I'm sorry andBell Boy Sir, (to Lumbo) there's
a Lester Lanin on the phone

Darrel Really! To get back to
the dance; 'Rhat did you think
of it?
Sam I thought it was a real suclittle
Very
affair.
cessful
extra debris on the foor, you
know.
Darrel No I didn't know,
Sam Matter of fact, I don't Inow
when there's ever been as
little a number of cups thrown
on the floor - 'cept at the
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trouble Sam. Good luck on the
mints.
Sam Mints? Oh yeah, thanks.
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Open Daily, except Tuesday
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DINNERS SERVED
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ljescended fromt a long line of distinguished
researchers, this studious scholar bas burned too many
gallons of midnight oil to gloss over a subject lightly.
Especially such an important item as cigarette ildes
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.n6 howof Jwjetww,
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He burrowed into the matter with his usual resolution
concluded that a "quick puff" or a "fast sniff"
~~~~and

1

doesn't offer much evidence. Millions of smokers agree
but one true test of cigarette mildness.

~~~there's
~~~~~~~~~~
-

It's the sensible test ... the 30-Day Camel Mildness

and"

Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your

LW~~~~h=
~S.w

steady smoke oil a day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis.
No snap judgments! Once you've tried Camels for

CLOTHING-FRI
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30 days in your "TF-Zone" (T for Throat, ''frTse,
1

you'l

see why.
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.
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BOSTONIAN SHOES

After all the Mildness Tests .. .

ANDOVE, M EETER.M. H.Camel

load all ofther brunds 6yh&Yfflom

